Abstract: We discuss the most general necessary and sufficient condition for three massless light neutrinos in variants of the type I seesaw mechanism in which we introduce an arbitrary number of fermionic gauge singlets. We find that having massless light neutrinos is equivalent to enforcing the conservation of lepton number. As a consequence, any symmetry that leads to massless light neutrinos will contain as an unbroken subgroup a conserved lepton number. This will be important for searches for heavy sterile neutrinos since in general the light neutrino masses will be proportional to small lepton number violating parameters that will also suppress lepton number violating signatures.
Introduction
The explanation of the observed neutrino oscillations [1] requires at least two neutrinos to have a non-zero mass. However, the Standard Model (SM) in its original formulation cannot explain neutrino oscillations: lepton flavour as well as total lepton number is accidentally conserved and neutrinos are massless. Majorana masses are forbidden for the SM neutrinos at the renormalisable level although in an effective theory framework, at dimension five, one may construct the Weinberg operator to generate these terms [2] . One of the simplest neutrino mass generating mechanisms is the type I seesaw [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] in which the Weinberg operator is UVcompleted by the addition of right-handed neutrinos to the SM and no extra symmetry is enforced.
In high-scale seesaw models, these right-handed neutrinos are sub-dominant components of the light neutrino mass eigenstates whose lightness is proportional to the suppression of their sterile component. Unfortunately, the very high mass of the heavy neutrinos and their small active component also suppresses any phenomenological signature associated with the right-handed neutrinos. In order to avoid this issue, many low-scale variants of the type I seesaw in which the new fermions are at the TeV scale or below have been proposed (see also [37, 38] and references therein) which do not strongly suppress the active component of the heavy neutrinos. Instead, they rely on a cancellation between the contribution due to different sterile neutrinos to the light neutrino masses in order to increase the active-heavy neutrino mixing and lower the seesaw scale. This leads to possible observable signatures of the heavy neutrinos at colliders or in low-energy experiments studying meson decays or lepton flavour violation.
Many searches for such low-scale seesaw models have focused on LNV signals since they constitute striking signatures of a process that is forbidden in the SM and thus for which the background is suppressed [1, [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] . Some low-scale seesaw models, for instance the inverse or linear seesaw, introduce an approximate lepton number symmetry in order to achieve the required cancellation. Unfortunately this approximate symmetry generally leads to a reduced rate for LNV signals. There are also models where an accidental cancellation is present at tree level, such as the Extended Seesaw [27] . It should be emphasised that radiative corrections in these models may spoil these cancellations and lead to sizeable light neutrino masses so that LNV signatures are nevertheless suppressed.
It was shown by Kersten and Smirnov that, in models with three or fewer fermionic gauge singlets of equal mass, requiring an exact radiatively stable cancellation of the first term of the seesaw expansion is equivalent to requiring that lepton number is conserved [44] . This extends earlier results which did not consider the effects of radiative corrections [45, 46] . However, their result cannot be directly extended to models such as the inverse seesaw model where a larger number of gauge singlets is required to reproduce neutrino oscillation data. In this case, the condition derived from the cancellation of the tree-level mass contributions is not sufficient any more. Besides, the requirement of equal masses is obtained via the running of the Weinberg operator when the Higgs boson is lighter than all heavy neutrinos. This motivates our work that proves that, for models with an arbitrary number of sterile neutrinos that can also be lighter than the Higgs boson, massless light neutrinos are equivalent to lepton number conservation (LNC). This provides a firm basis to the requirement of a nearly conserved lepton number symmetry in low-scale seesaw models and implies that any symmetry leading to massless light neutrinos contains lepton number as a subgroup or an accidental symmetry.
In section 2 we begin with a review of extensions of the SM with fermionic gauge singlets and fix our notations. In 2.1 we expose our main result, that requiring three massless light neutrinos is equivalent to a specific choice of the neutrino mass matrix that conserves lepton number independently of the number of heavy neutrinos. In 2.2 we present a proof of this result. We conclude in section 3 by discussing the implications of our result.
Singlet neutrino extensions of the Standard Model
We focus on extensions of the Standard Model that introduce m gauge singlet neutrinos N iR for i ∈ {1, . . . m}. After electroweak symmetry breaking the mass matrix reads
where
with N R . The gauge-invariant Majorana mass terms given by the (m × m) matrix m R violate lepton number by two units. For the rest of this article, we work with no loss of generality in the basis in which m R is real and diagonal. The unitary matrix U performs the Takagi factorisation of the tree-level mass matrix through
where a hat denotes a diagonal matrix. The matrix U may be factorised into two unitary matrices U and U such that
where U performs the block-diagonalisation
where M l and M h are the light and heavy neutrino mass matrices respectively and the matrix U acts to diagonalise the light and heavy mass matrices via U l and U h respectively:
It will be convenient to decompose U into blocks as
The three light neutrino masses are given at tree-level by the singular values of M l . At the first order in the seesaw expansion for the tree-level contributions, the light neutrino mass matrix is given by
This mass term is lepton number violating as can be expected since lepton number is not a symmetry of the model. Beyond tree-level this mass term receives radiative corrections from self-energy diagrams containing only the Higgs and Z bosons [13, 47, 48] . To first order in the seesaw expansion, we have that There do however exist low-scale variants of the type I seesaw in which an approximate lepton number symmetry is introduced in order to prevent the strong suppression of the mixing parameters. Consider for instance the inverse seesaw in which the mass scale is lowered to the TeV or below making the heavy states accessible in direct searches. The model introduces two types of gauge-singlet neutrinos called ν R and X L . In the basis (ν L , ν c R , X L ) with lepton number assignments L (ν R ) = +1 and L (X L ) = +1, the mass matrix is then 9) in which µ R and µ X are small lepton number violating matrices. In particular, for the inverse seesaw, from eq.(2.9), assuming the seesaw limit µ R , µ X M D M R , the light masses are given at tree-level by
The light neutrino masses deviate from zero in proportion to the lepton number violating parameter µ X . If the scale of µ X is made small by an approximate lepton number symmetry, then the scale of M R need not be so large in order to generate a small light neutrino mass.
The mixing goes as
R and is thus not as suppressed as in the one generation case, leaving room for observable experimental signatures in these low scale seesaw variants.
These sorts of models suggest an interesting question: Can one have large lepton number violation and, at the same time, small masses for the light neutrinos?
Theorem
Under the assumption that conditions i) and ii) (below) are obeyed, the necessary and sufficient condition for three exactly massless neutrinos to all radiative orders when an arbitrary number of gauge-singlet neutrino fields are added to the SM is that the neutrino mass matrix is given by 11) in which M 1 and M 2 are diagonal matrices with positive entries and α is a generic complex matrix. The conditions that must hold are:
i) there is no cancellation between different orders of the seesaw expansion. This is a necessary requirement to satisfy phenomenological constraints as mixing cannot be of order one (see appendix C),
ii) there are no fine-tuned cancellations between different radiative orders. These fine-tuned cancellations cannot be achieved solely by specific textures of the neutrino mass matrix (see appendix D).
The mass matrix of eq.(2.11) may be related to those arising in the common low-scale seesaw variants . Starting with the neutrino mass matrix M , one can always find a unitary matrix
with D unitary. This may be used to change basis and perform a congruent transformation from the matrix of eq.(2.11) to
The latter is of the form
in which we borrow the notation of eq.(2.9).
Thus, there is a one-to-one correspondence between the lepton number conserving limit of the low-scale seesaw variants and the non-decoupled block of the mass matrix M of the theorem here presented. The lepton number of the decoupled singlet neutrinos may be arbitrarily chosen without any phenomenological consequences, with zero leading to a lepton number conserving model. Therefore the theorem we are going to prove is equivalent to: The most general gauge-singlet neutrino extensions of the SM with no cancellation between different orders of the seesaw expansion, no fine-tuned cancellations between different radiative orders and which lead to three massless neutrinos are lepton number conserving.
Proof
The light neutrino masses receive contributions from both tree-level and radiative corrections and can be expanded in two convenient ways: i ) in the perturbative series in the couplings of the interaction Lagrangian giving radiative corrections where each of these terms can be further expanded in ii ) the expansion in m D /m R (the seesaw expansion).
If one chooses to cancel terms in the radiative expansion with one another then one finds that an extreme fine-tuning is necessary [49] (see appendix D). We shall ignore such finetuned solutions and conclude that we must set the light masses to zero at tree-level, then set them to zero at one-loop and so on. It shall turn out to be necessary only to consider up to one-loop to achieve an all-orders massless result.
At each order of the perturbative expansion we disregard the possibility of having a cancellation between different orders of the seesaw expansion since it would lead to an activeheavy mixing larger than the experimental upper bounds (see appendix C). This problem does not occur if each term of the expansion is set to zero and we proceed to impose this condition in our proof.
The matrix M as a sufficient condition for massless light neutrinos:
M =⇒M l = 0
The matrix M automatically leads to M l = 0 due to conservation of lepton number as demonstrated in section 2.1. We provide an explicit proof at tree-level below.
Consider the first term of the seesaw expansion at tree-level for the light neutrinos using the mass matrix of eq.(2.11). Here we have,
and
Thus, the tree-level light mass at first order is
Therefore, from eq.(2.7) we have
considering only the first term of the seesaw expansion. However it is well-known that this is sufficient to set the entire seesaw expansion to zero at tree-level [47, 50] . Now lepton number conservation implies that this massless condition is maintained at all orders in the loop expansion. We conclude from this that the mass matrix of eq.(2.11) leads to three massless neutrinos to all orders.
2.2.2
The matrix M as a necessary condition for massless light neutrinos: 22) and the fact that we may always perform the singular value decomposition of M l (that is, U l always exists), we have that
Thus by consideration only of the first order in both expansions we have the condition 1
Following the condition in eq.(2.24) [47, 50] , we define
and take 26) which is unitary and block-diagonalises M l provided that eq.(2.24) holds.
With this notation, we find that R m T D = 0 ensures that the entire seesaw expansion is zero. Thus at tree-level requiring the first term of the seesaw expansion to cancel is enough to obtainM l = 0.
Let us now consider the one-loop contribution toM l . We computed the one-loop induced mass for neutrinos and found it to agree with [13] , giving
with i, j ∈ {1, 2, 3},
As f (0) = 0, it is useful to define a diagonal matrix 34) such that eq.(2.28) may be rewritten in matrix form as
Imposing zero masses for the light neutrinos implies that the total one-loop self-energy must be set to zero 2 . This implies that the (1, 1) block of CF C T = 0, that is
which may equivalently be written as
This reduces to
2 Massless neutrinos must have zero imaginary parts for their self energy as they cannot decay and thus they have zero total self-energy.
upon the left and right multiplication by
Since m R is diagonal and positive, we have to the first order in the seesaw expansion
Thus, again treating the terms of the seesaw expansion independently, from eq.(2.38) we arrive at
from the first term.
We shall now consider the implication of eq.(2.40) for the form of the neutrino mass matrix and prove that it leads to eq.(2.11). We use the tree-level expression for Z. Allowing for degenerate masses in m R , in the flavour-basis the mass matrix can be written
where each blockμ i is proportional to an n i × n i identity matrix with a mass µ i , (μ i = µ i I n i ). Correspondingly, we may write
. . .
In this notation eq.(2.40) becomes
Now, if the texture of the neutrino mass matrix is to determine the condition for massless neutrinos, an overall scaling
does not affect the form of the mass matrix or the condition 3M l = 0. We shall show that this scaling leads to the condition
In fact the above scaling implies
and since U is unitary by construction it cannot be redefined to absorb the scaling. As a consequence, the scaling promotes
and, in the limit of the first term of the seesaw expansion in whichM
We notice that f is a monotonically increasing strictly convex function, as shown in appendix B. Thus one may choose k > n (with n defined in eq. (2.41)) distinct values for Λ and obtain as many distinct equations of the form
These equations form a system of linearly independent equations for the coefficients
Since none of the µ i are zero by construction, the only solution of this system of equations is
We shall now see that the condition of eq.(2.51) is equivalent to having the neutrino mass take the form of eq.(2.11). First, we express each m Di in terms of vectors u i , v i , w i as
Then, we have
From a vector u i such that u iT u i = 0, it is always possible to construct an orthogonal blockdiagonal matrix R u = diag R 1 u , . . . , R n u (appendix A) such that
in which
As a special case, if the original vector u i has only real components, then u i = 0. Such a transformation leaves m R unaffected as
Under this transformation, we have
leading us to conclude that
Similarly, we construct a second matrix R v acting on
Finally, this process is repeated with R w such that 
By rearranging the columns and rows, we may write the flavour-basis mass matrix as
where α are blocks constructed from a permutation of the columns of m D and M 1 and M 2 are positive diagonal matrices made from the same permutation of the diagonal entries of µ i . We conclude that this neutrino mass matrix appears in any extensions of the Standard Model which introduce only new fermionic gauge singlets and in which the three light neutrinos are exactly massless (subject to the conditions previously discussed).
Conclusions
In this article we have shown that requiring all three light neutrinos to be massless at all orders in perturbation theory is equivalent to choosing the neutrino mass matrix according to eq.(2.11). As a corollary, we found that this is equivalent to requiring lepton number to be conserved. This extends and generalizes a previous result by Kersten and Smirnov which was limited to three heavy neutrinos or fewer with equal masses. This is particularly important since it provides a firm basis to the requirement of a nearly conserved lepton number symmetry in low-scale seesaw models. It also implies that any symmetry leading to massless light neutrinos contains lepton number as a subgroup or an accidental symmetry.
However, neutrino oscillations imply that at least two of the three light neutrinos are not massless. This is only possible if lepton number is not conserved and indeed many low-scale seesaw models relate the smallness of the light neutrino masses to the size of lepton number violation. This raises the question of the observability of the heavy neutrino contributions to LNV processes since we expect their contribution to be either suppressed by a small activeheavy mixing and large heavy neutrino masses or by the nearly conserved lepton number symmetry that are required to generate small enough masses for the light neutrinos. While this question was already addressed in [49, [51] [52] [53] [54] [55] for neutrinoless double beta decay, we defer the study of the collider implications to a subsequent article. We provide here a procedure for explicitly constructing the matrices R i u , R i v and R i w for given vectors u i , v i and w i . We first construct
As this is a real symmetric matrix, it is possible to choose a set of n i real orthogonal eigenvectors b i . Then
will perform the required transformation for generic u i . From the relations
and rank u i * u iT = rank u i u i † = 0 or 1, (A. 4) it follows that the rank of Y i may be at most 2. If it is rank 0 then u i = 0 and this is a trivial case. If it is rank 1 then u i is a real vector and cannot achieve u iT u i = 0 unless u i = 0 in this case. Thus, for non-trivial u i , Y i has rank 2. Consequently it has n i − 2 eigenvalues equal to zero.
Multiplying on the left by u T yields
which implies u iT b i k = 0 (excluding the trivial solution u i = 0). Finally,
which has components all zero except for two. Taking these components to be u i 1 and u i 2 , the condition u i T u i = 0 is equivalent to 
B Properties of f
The function f is composed of the sum of two terms of the form,
for x > 0. As h is monotonic increasing and strictly convex then so is f . Since a > 0 and is a constant, it will not affect the monotonicity and curvature of h and we will drop it for the rest of this study. We demonstrate that h is monotonic increasing and strictly convex now.
B.1 Monotonic increasing
A change of variable x → e u gives
for u ∈ IR. From this we obtain
which is strictly positive for x > 0, studying the sign of h (x), requires us to concern ourselves only with the sign of h (u). We may drop the factor e 2u and consider
where we recall that sgn (cschu) = sgn (u) . (B.6)
Starting with the result that e −2u (2u + 1) < 1 (B.7)
for strictly positive u, write e −2u (2u
Recognising the left-hand side as
we write
for strictly positive u. Using the expression
(B.11) leads to the conclusion u coth u − 1 < u (B.12)
for strictly positive u. Using the definition of coth, we write
For u > 0, we have e u − e −u > 0 and the sign of u coth u − 1 is given by the sign of
Its derivative is
which is strictly positive for u > 0. Thus λ is a strictly increasing function on R + * and its minimum on R + is λ(0) = 0. Thus h (u) > 0, the function h (u) is monotonic increasing and so is f (x).
B.2 Strictly convex
The strict convexity of h may be demonstrated by considering the sign of its second derivative which may be expressed as
The content of the parentheses written explicitly as a function of u is 2e 3u 2e 2u (u − 3) + e 4u + 6u + 5
The denominator of this expression has sign equal to the sign of u. Our strategy for proving the convexity is to prove that this same statement may be made about the numerator. Owing to the positivity of e 3u , we need only consider now the sign of
Let us observe that at u = 0, s (0) = 0, (B.25) 27) where the primes denote differentiation with respect to u. Consider now s (u) = 8e 2u u − 16e 2u + 16e 4u . (B.28)
As e 4u /e 2u = e 2u , we see that s (u) is positive for u > 0 (since e 2u > 1) and s (u) is negative for u < 0 (since e 2u < 1). This implies that s (u) decreases when u < 0 to the value 0 at u = 0 and increases for all positive u. That is to say that s (u) > 0 for all u = 0.
In turn, this implies that s (u) is an increasing function for all negative and positive values of u. As s (0) = 0, then for u < 0 we have s (u) < 0 and for u > 0 we have s (u) > 0. Therefore 2e 3u 2e 2u (u − 3) + e 4u + 6u + 5
(e 2u − 1) D Fine-tuning of the cancellation between the tree-level and one-loop contributions to the light neutrino masses
An explicit caveat to our result is the possibility that the smallness of the light neutrino masses results from a cancellation between large tree-level and one-loop contributions as presented in [49] . We will not discuss the radiative stability of this result. Instead we will show that this type of cancellation does not result from the texture of the neutrino mass matrix but from an extremely fine-tuned adjustment of all parameters, including the heavy neutrino masses. Using the scaling introduced in eq.(2.45), we plot in figure 1 the evolution of the mass of the heaviest of the light neutrinos as a function of the rescaling parameter Λ. It is clear that even an extremely small deviation from Λ = 1, less than 10 −7 here, is enough to spoil the cancellation and lead to light neutrino masses in contradiction with experimental limits from β decay [57, 58] and observational cosmology [59] . This demonstrates that such a cancellation cannot be achieved solely by the choice of a specific texture for the neutrino mass matrix but relies on an extremely fine-tuned choice of the input masses.
